WELCOME
Community-driven vision process summarized in the Community Vision Report.

$50 million gift announced for redesign of LaSalle Park!

Community workshops build off the vision by exploring conceptual designs together.

Conceptual designs are refined in detail and design materials are prepared for construction with ongoing input from the community.

Through continued public collaboration, park construction will strategically minimize disruptions to existing park uses.

Transforming LaSalle Park into Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Centennial Park
Exploring Design Concepts Together

How the Community Workshops work and how you can be part of the process

WINTER & SPRING 2019
January's meeting
February 11

Initial Design Concepts

February’s meeting
Exploring Design Concepts Together

Community Workshops to transform LaSalle Park into Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Centennial Park

A community-driven process that builds off community feedback every step of the way.

WE ARE HERE

JANUARY 17
Community Workshop Launch

FEBRUARY 11
Initial Design Concepts

MARCH
Revised Design Concepts

MAY
Design Exhibition
Community Workshops to transform LaSalle Park into Ralph C. Wilson, Jr. Centennial Park

Exploring Design Concepts Together

**TODAY'S WORKSHOP**

- Hear from MVVA about *rationale for design choices* in the draft model and drawings
- View the *draft model and drawings*
- Respond to the model and drawings through written and verbal feedback

**MARCH**

- Revised Design Concepts
A working draft model of the park’s evolving re-design that builds off community feedback to date.

Coming in May!